ASPEN TECH POLICY HUB FELLOWS PROGRAM

Our program mixes the best of both Washington and Silicon Valley, bringing together stakeholders in policy and technology to train the next generation of policy entrepreneurs.

Betsy Cooper | Director
Betsy Cooper is founding Executive Director of the Aspen Tech Policy Hub. Previously, she was the founding Executive Director of the UC Berkeley Center for Long-Term Cybersecurity and was a policy and legal counselor at the Department of Homeland Security. Betsy has a D.Phil from the University of Oxford and graduated from Yale Law School. In her spare time she likes to run experiments to see if her digital devices are listening to her.

2019-2020 FELLOWS

Sean Ahrens
Health-tech founder researching where democracy meets technology
@seanahrens

Aloni Cohen
Cryptographer at the interface of computer science and law
@a785236

Amina Asim
Data scientist building models for transnational communication
@minaasim

Allison Day
Googler passionate about social justice

Steven Buccini
Engineer bringing governments into the 21st century
@stevenbuccini

Anil Dewan
USDSer into technology, privacy, and building a better world
@anildewan

Ginny Fahs
Software engineer championing digital rights
@ginnyfahs

Erica Greene
Machine learning engineer passionate about journalism and privacy
@ericagreene

Karissa McKelvey
Open source engineer decentralizing the web
@okdistribute

Brandie Nonnecke
Tech and human rights researcher passionate about evidence-based policy
@bnonnecke

Alex Rosenblat
Ethnographer studying how tech rhetoric shapes culture
@mawnikr

Elizabeth Ruiz
Design thinker creating solutions to solve federal challenges

Ora Tanner
EdTech researcher designing more equitable K-12 STEM education
@odtanner

Neal Parikh
Startup founder and machine learning researcher

Steve Weis
Cryptographer & entrepreneur focused on protecting people's sensitive data
@sweis

To contact the fellows for media inquiries, please visit: aspentechpolicyhub.org or contact us at aspentechpolicyhub@aspeninstitute.org.
About the Aspen Tech Policy Hub:
The Aspen Tech Policy Hub is a Bay Area policy incubator, training a new generation of tech policy entrepreneurs. We take tech experts, teach them the policy process, and support them in creating outside-the-box solutions to society’s problems.

To contact the fellows for media inquiries, please visit: aspentechpolicyhub.org or contact us at: aspentechpolicyhub@aspeninstitute.org.